
Environmental Management

FUNDAMENTAL 
APPROACH

Hulic will implement environmentally friendly management based on the Hulic Environmental 
Policy and contribute to conserving the global environment.

Initiatives for fire-resistant wooden buildingsResults in 
FY2018

Environmental Policy

We have formulated an environmental policy that embodies our CSR vision, and practice management that gives consideration to the environment.

Hulic Environmental Policy

We widely disclose information on Hulic's environmental 
contribution activities, and communicate with stakeholders 
including local communities in order to expand the circle of global 
environmental conservation.

Environmental Communication
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We work on environmental education and awareness activities 
in order to enable each employee to voluntarily act toward the 
improvement of environmental performance.

Environmental Awareness and Education for Employees
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We contribute to the creation of a recycling society, promoting 3R, 
“Reduce, Reuse, Recycle,” through a life cycle of building.

Recycling Society
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We reduce as much of our environmental load as 
possible by introducing eco-friendly design from the 
planning stage of development in order to increase 
environmental ef�ciency. 

Environmental Performance
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With environmental targets set, we make continuous 
efforts for improving them while contributing to the 
conservation of the global environment.

Environmental Management System
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We strive to create a sustainable society while 
conforming to environmental laws and regulations.

Environmental Compliance
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Hulic contributes to achieving a sustainable society by promoting 
environmentally friendly management and proactively addressing global 
environmental issues.

Social Background Surrounding Hulic
In 2015, the 21st session of the Conference of the Parties to the United Nations Framework 
Convention on Climate Change (COP21) was held and the Paris Agreement was adopted as a new 
international framework for reducing greenhouse gas emissions during the period after 2020. In 
Japan, the government formulated the “Plan for Global Warming Countermeasures” amid increasing 
social needs for solutions to environmental issues.

Initiatives for Solving Social Issues
› Initiatives for �re-resistant wooden buildings

› Formulation of the long-term vision for the environment for 2050

› Formulation and implementation of the CO2 emissions reduction plan with 2030 as the target year

› Effective use of renewable energy

› Waste reductions through proactive adoption of longer life building designs

› Development and introduction of energy saving technologies

› Initiatives for conserving biodiversity and greening

Environmental 
Initiatives
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